The cooperative role of membrane skeleton and bilayer in the mechanical behaviour of red blood cells.
Red blood cell (RBC) shape, behaviour and deformability can be consistently accounted for by a model for the elastic properties of the RBC membrane that includes the elasticity of the membrane skeleton in dilation and shear, and the local and nonlocal resistance of the bilayer to bending. The role of the corresponding energy terms in different RBC shape and deformation situations is analyzed. RBC shape transformations are compared to the shape transformations of phospholipid vesicles that are driven by the difference between the equilibrium areas of the bilayer leaflets (DeltaA0). It is deduced that the skeleton energy contributions play a crucial role in the formation of an echinocyte. The effect of a transformation of the natural biconcave RBC shape into an echinocyte on its resistance to entry into capillary-sized cylindrical tubes is analyzed. It is shown that, during the aspiration of an echinocyte into a pipette, there are two competing skeleton deformation effects, which arise due to skeleton density changes, one due to spicule formation and the other due to deformation induced by micropipette aspiration. Furthermore, the shift of the observed dependence of the projection length on the aspiration pressure of more crenated cells towards higher aspiration pressures can be accounted for by an increase of the equilibrium area difference DeltaA0 and consequent modification of the nonlocal contribution to the cell elastic energy.